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Objectives

The students will be able to :
• Understand information security basics 
• Understand specific security notions for datalink systems 
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Outline

1. Problem statement and application context
2. Introduction to information security 

1. Notions of confidentiality, integrity and availability
2. Information security tools (authentication, cryptography)

3. Aeronautical datalink security notions
1. Introduction and overview of aeronautical security topic
2. ACARS message security (AMS) principles
3. AMS protocols
4. Key management 

4. Conclusion
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ATM System Players (1)
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ATM System Players (2)
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ATM System Approach (1)
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ATM System Approach (2)
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Different approaches of aircraft information security (1)

Aircraft information security process framework: ARINC 
Report 811 (October 2005)

• Excellent tool whose results provide a meaningful fundation 
for defining appropriate security controls

Different applications for security controls (1)

• AEEC Datalink security subcommittee (DSEC) (January 2006)
o Formation of this subcommittee in November 2005
o Address unmet information security needs for protecting air-ground 

communication links
o Initial work effort focused on protecting legacy ACARS datalink 

communication
o In the future, expect to expand efforts to include newer air-ground 

datalinks (ATN and broadband IP networks)
o This lecture is based on ARINC 823 paper : DataLink Security parts 1 & 

2
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Different approaches of aircraft information security (2)

Different applications for security controls (2)

• EUROCAE Aeronautical Systems Security
o Formation of WG-72 (November 2005), Aeronautical Systems Security, 

to address how information security impacts and augments the safety 
of aeronautical information systems

o Developing guidance material for manufacturers and 
airworthiness/regulatory authorities, which are responsible for 
evaluating, assessing, and certifying aircraft information security 
architectures and implementations

o No public document available at this time
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Needs of secure DataLink communication

What?
• ACARS stands for Aircraft Communications Addressing and 

Reporting System. 
• It was produced to reduce the flight crew's work-load by using 

modern computer technology to exchange many routine reports 
and messages. This improves the safety and efficiency of modern 
air travel.

Why?
• Without suitable protection, ACARS datalink communications are 

vulnerable to threats posed by unauthorized (authentication) 
entities that may access (confidentiality) or modify (integrity) 
message content, the consequence of which may be to expose 
sensitive information or to jeopardize the safety and integrity of 
aircraft operations.
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Towards secure DataLink communications

How?
• To provide an industry standard for ACARS Message Security 

(AMS), which permits ACARS datalink messages to be exchanged 
between aircraft and ground systems in a secure, authenticated 
manner using a uniform security framework. 

• Remark: the security framework described herein is based on open 
international standards that are adapted to the ACARS datalink 
communications environment.

Where?
• To protect ACARS messages that are exchanged:

o Over traditional ACARS air-ground datalinks (VHF, HF and
SATCOM) 

o Ground-ground communication networks
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AMS Overview
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Basics of ACARS Message Security

ACARS Message Security:
• Protects ACARS datalink messages from unauthorized disclosure 

(i.e. confidentiality) and modification (i.e. integrity),
• It provides communicating entities with assurance that the source 

of messages is as claimed (i.e. authentication). 

This protection:
• Enhances safety of flight, 
• It helps airlines to maintain competitive advantage, to reduce 

operational responsability, and to comply with legislative and/or 
regulatory requirements for protecting information linked to 
individuals (e.g., passengers and/or crew members).
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Outline

Problem statement and application context
Introduction to information security 
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• Information security tools (authentication, cryptography)

Aeronautical datalink security notions
• Introduction and overview of aeronautical security topic
• ACARS message security (AMS) principles
• AMS protocols
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Security deployment

Security by itself means nothing
There is a need of a security policy

What is a policy?
• A plan or course of action, as of a government, political party, or 

business, intended to influence and determine decisions, actions, 
and other matters.

• In practical security terms, a policy is a published document (or set 
of documents) in which the organization's philosophy, strategy, 
policies and practices with regard to confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of information and information systems are laid out. 

• Thus, a policy is a set of mechanisms by means of which your 
information security objectives can be defined and attained. 
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Several types of security objectives

Confidentiality (Privacy)
Insuring that information is protected so that people who are not authorized by 
the owner of the information cannot access it. 
Needs of cryptography and authentication mechanisms

Data integrity
Protecting data from unauthorized alteration or deletion. This includes files, 
programs, accounting records, backup tapes, documentation, and file 
modification times. 
Needs of signature mechanisms

Availability
Making sure that services are not corrupted, degraded or crashed. 
Needs of redundancy mechanisms
Remark: out of scope for today topic
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Security trade-off

Depending on who owns the system and how it is used, some types of 
security may be more important than others. 

Assessing risks on a particular system involves understanding the 
potential risks while taking into account the operating system 
environment and the needs of users. 

Having a clear idea of what needs to be protected and how to 
prioritize those needs is the key to reducing risks.

Keyword: TRADE-OFF
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Information security objectives (1)

Confidentiality is about ensuring that only the people who are 
authorized to have access to information are able to do so. 

It's about keeping valuable information only in the hands of 
those people who are intended to see it.
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Information security objectives (2)

Integrity is about maintaining the value and the state of 
information, which means that it is protected from unauthorized 
modification. Information only has value if we know that it's 
correct. 

A major objective of information security policies is thus to 
ensure that information is not modified or destroyed or 
subverted in any way… 
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Information security objectives (3)

Availability is about ensuring that information and information 
systems are available and operational when they are needed. 

A major objective of an information security policy must be to 
ensure that information is always available to support critical 
business processing. 

Remark: this is not a service provided by AMS system.
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Authentication (1)

Main mechanism used to provide confidentiality and integrity 
services.

Definition: method used to verify the identity of a user, 
message or computer on the network. 

Based on :

The message sent

A secret

A message digest
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Authentication (2)

Message

Message

Secret

Digest

Comparison between:
the digest included in the received message 
AND the digest generetad at the receiver side thanks to his secret
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Authentication (3)

The secret 
May be common: shared secret / symmetric key
May be asymmetric

The checking may be done 
Once: the challenge/handshake
Several times

When the checking need to be used only once ?
Sender / receiver (not) well known
Connection less / Connection oriented mechanisms
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Use of symmetric keys (1)

Use of shared key KAB and challenge (i.e. symmetric)

Alice Bob

Alice to Bob : Challenge RA

Hello Alice : KAB(RA) + Challenge RB

I love you Bob : KAB(RB)
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Use of symmetric keys (2)

Challenge and reflexive attack (spoofing)

Needs to protect against replay techniques

Eve Bob

Alice to Bob : Challenge RA

Hello Alice : KAB(RA) + Challenge RB

I hate you Bob : KAB(RB)

Alice to Bob : Challenge RB

Hello Alice : KAB(RB) + Challenge RBB
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Use of symmetric keys (3)

The rules for the challenge

The initiator shall prove its identity first
Signature mechanism before encryption mechanism

There shall be two shared key for the whole identification process
One for signature
One for data encryption

Both party shall not allow / use the same set of question (exemple: 
even / odd numbers)

Challenge shall be protected against multiple sessions attacks (i.e. 
replay)
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Use of asymmetrical keys (1)

A couple of key: 

One private / secret KS and one public KP

Build on mathematical properties on cryptography

Convolution function:
f(KS f(KP M)) = f(KP f(KS M)) = M
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Use of asymmetrical keys (2)

Attack on asymmetrical keys
Any idea ?
Where is the weakness ?

Weakness (some of them…)
Private key has to be stored in a safe place
Public key is distributed to every one you want to communicate with
Identification problem of public key (needs of certifcation chain 
verification)
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Use of asymmetrical keys (3)

Way for secure exchange
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Symmetric vs. Asymmetrical Keys (1)

Symmetric algorithms:
are easier to code
require less computing
are unsecured if the secret is not changed

The asymmetric exchange will be used to create and exchange 
symmetrical secret keys
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Symmetric vs. Asymmetrical Keys (2)

Way to exchange symmetrical secret keys (SSK) through asymmetrical 
secure exchange

Remark: asymmetrical keys are used only to encrypt messages 
(SSK)

SSK SSK
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Diffie-Hellman key exchange (1)

What’s that?

Famous symmetric algorithm

Cryptographic protocol that allows two parties that have no prior 
knowledge of each other to jointly establish a shared secret key
over an insecure communications channel. 

This key can then be used to encrypt subsequent 
communications using a symmetric key cipher
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Diffie-Hellman key exchange (2)

How does it work?

Alice and Bob select p and g (huge numbers)
Alice selects a huge secret number a (512 bits for instance)
Bob selects a huge secret number b

Alice sends to Bob ga mod p and signs the message with the 
asymmetrical keys
Bob sends to Alice gb mod p and signs the message with the 
asymmetrical keys

Alice compute (gb mod p)a mod p – Bob compute (ga mod p)b mod p
Alice and Bob have their shared secret key!

Remark: asymmetrical keys are used only to sign messages (part of 
SSK)
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Diffie-Hellman example (1)

(g a mod p)b mod p = (g b mod p)a mod p
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Diffie-Hellman example (2)
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Confidentiality technics

Confidentiality uses cryptography

Based on symmetrical key or public / private key

Two types of confidentiality:
Real time confidentiality
Long time confidentiality

Confidentiality is reserved for peer to peer communication

Main cryptography algorithm used in AMS to provide 
confidentiality service is AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)

AES is one of the most popular algorithms used in symmetric key 
cryptography. 
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Outline

Problem statement and application context
Introduction to information security 
• Notions of confidentiality, integrity and availability
• Information security tools (authentication, cryptography)

Aeronautical datalink security notions
• Introduction and overview of aeronautical security topic
• ACARS message security (AMS) principles
• AMS protocols
• Key management 

Conclusion
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ACARS Message Security (AMS) Operational Context
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AMS specifications (1)

AMS properties:
• Technical security controls (i.e., security mechanisms that are 

implemented primarily in hardware, software, and firmware), 
including encryption, message authentication, and data integrity
algorithms.

• Message encoding, compression, and processing sequence for 
ACARS messages protected using AMS.

• Message format and content for ACARS messages protected using 
AMS.

• Protocol for exchanging ACARS messages protected using AMS.

AMS architecture:
• Provisions and guidance for life cycle management of the 

cryptographic keys that are necessary for proper and secure 
operation of AMS.
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AMS specifications (2)

AMS functions:
• Information security software application that provides 

confidentiality, data integrity, and message authentication
security services suitable for protecting ACARS datalink messages. 

• In addition to security services, this AMS specification includes 
provisions for data encoding and compression techniques that 
reduce the transmitted message size and minimize the effects of 
security overhead. 

• AMS-protected ACARS datalink messages may be exchanged via 
the ARINC 618 air-ground protocol and the existing ACARS 
communications infra-structure, independent of the underlying 
datalink sub-network (e.g., VHF, HF, or SATCOM).
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AMS entities (1)

Aircraft Entity
• An AMS aircraft entity is the logical avionics system that implements 

AMS. 
• The aircraft entity serves as the communicating peer entity and 

security termination point for AMS when exchanging AMS-protected 
messages with one or more ground entities. 

• The avionics system may be an ACARS Communications 
Management Unit (CMU), or other avionics equipment that 
implements an integrated ACARS Communications Management 
Function (CMF).
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AMS entities (2)

Ground Entity
• An AMS ground entity is a logical ground system that implements 

AMS. 
• The ground entity serves as the communicating peer entity and 

security termination point for AMS when exchanging AMS-protected 
messages with one or more aircraft entities.

• The ground system, which is a collection of computing resources that 
processes ACARS and/or AMS-protected messages, may be located 
at a DSP (Datalink Service Provider) or at an airline (or third-party 
service provider), depending on whether DSP-based security or end-
to-end security is desired.
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AMS entities (3)

Key Management Infrastructure Entity
• The security provisions in this specification support use of either 

public/private (i.e., asymmetric) keys or a shared secret (i.e., 
symmetric) key for secure session initiation and key establishment 
between communicating peer aircraft and ground entities. 

• In both cases, aircraft and ground entities are supported by an 
underlying key management infrastructure that provides life-
cycle management of these cryptographic keys, which are 
necessary for proper and secure operation of AMS (cf. further 
KMICS).
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AMS Security Framework (1)

Security Architecture:
• The provisions contained in this AMS specification support both end-

to-end and DSP-based security architectures. 
• These alternative architecture configurations provide an airline

(and/or third-party service provider) with the flexibility to either 
integrate AMS within its ground-based ACARS processing systems 
or to obtain ground-based AMS security services from a DSP that 
offers these services.
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AMS Security Framework (2)

DSP-Based Security Architecture
• The DSP-based security architecture, provides a security envelope between

an aircraft avionics system that implements AMS and a DSP ground 
system that implements AMS. 

• Consequently, AMS-protected message exchanges are protected as they 
traverse only the air-ground sub-network. 

• Once an AMS-protected message is processed and the original ACARS 
message is recovered, the DSP performs the same message formatting and 
routing functions (e.g., supplementary address handling) that it applies to 
existing, non-protected ACARS messages. 

• A DSP may employ additional non-AMS security services to protect message 
exchanges as they traverse the ground-ground network between the DSP and 
the ground systems with which the aircraft entity is exchanging messages.

• DSP-based security is particularly suited for protection of:
o ACARS messages that the DSP must be able to read and process to ensure 

proper operation of the air-ground network 
o ACARS messages that are exchanged between an aircraft and Air trafic 

Service Providers (ATSP), with message formatting and routing provided by 
the DSP,

o ACARS message that are exchanged with a destination that does not 
implement AMS.
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ACARS Message Security Architecture – DSP-Based
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AMS Security Framework (3)

End-to-End Security Architecture
• The end-to-end security architecture, provides a security envelope between

an aircraft avionics system that implements AMS and an airline or third-
party service provider ground system that implements AMS.

• Consequently, AMS-protected message exchanges are protected as they 
traverse both the air-ground and ground-ground networks. 

• Since the DSP is unable to read encrypted content or process protected 
messages, it simply routes AMS-protected messages to the intended 
ground entity based on the protected message label, airline code, and an 
airline-specified destination. 

• When employing this security architecture, the ground system that 
implements AMS is also responsible for handling ACARS supplementary 
addresses, which may be contained in the protected message, and for 
ACARS message formatting, which would otherwise be performed by a DSP.

• End-to-end security is particularly suited for protection of ACARS 
messages that contain airline-proprietary or sensitive information, such 
as information linked to individuals.
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ACARS Message Security Architecture – End-to-End
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AMS Security Services (1)

Data Integrity and Message Authentication: definitions
• Data integrity and message authentication security services are treated as a 

composite security service. The cryptographic mechanisms (e.g., digital signatures 
and message authentication codes) that permit a recipient to corroborate the data 
source also provide assurance that data was not modified. In other words, if data is 
authentic, then it cannot have been modified; if data is modified, then it cannot 
be authentic.

Data Integrity: principles
• The AMS data integrity security service provides communicating entities with 

assurance that an AMS message is protected against modification subsequent to 
creation and transmission by an authorized source. Modification includes insertion, 
substitution, or deletion of message content, whether accidental (e.g., errors caused by 
a noisy transmission channel) or intentional (e.g., errors introduced by an unauthorized 
entity).

Message Authentication: principles
• The AMS message authentication (also known as data origin authentication) security 

service mitigates spoofing threats and provides a message recipient with
assurance that the source of an AMS message is as-claimed. In other words, 
message authentication provides aircraft crew or an automated aircraft information 
system with confidence that messages originate from the claimed ground source (e.g., 
DSP or airline operations). Conversely, it provides a dispatcher or automated ground 
information system with confidence that messages originate from the claimed airborne 
source (e.g., an aircraft information system).
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AMS Security Services (2)

Data Confidentiality: principles
• The AMS data confidentiality security service provides 

communicating entities with assurance that the content of an AMS 
message is protected from unauthorized disclosure during 
message transmission.

Key Establishment: principles
• The AMS key establishment security service provides 

communicating entities with the ability to establish, in a secure 
and authenticated manner, the cryptographic keys that are 
necessary to support the data confidentiality, data integrity and 
message authentication security services.

To provide thoses security services, we need security 
schemes:
• A security scheme specifies the cryptographic mechanism, the 

cryptographic algorithm, and the processes that are used to 
provide one or more of the security services described previously.
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Security Schemes (1)

Digital Signature Mechanism

• Cryptographic Mechanism: 
o The AMS digital signature scheme uses a digital signature as the cryptographic 

mechanism to provide data integrity and message authentication security services 
prior to key establishment (i.e., prior to creation of symmetric cryptographic keys) 
or for cases where key establishment is not necessary required (e.g., “session-less” 
communications)

o The AMS digital signature scheme employs asymmetric (i.e., public/private key) 
cryptography, which utilizes a pair of related cryptographic keys:

A private key (denoted d), which must be protected against compromise by the 
entity with which the private key is associated, and 
A public key (denoted Q), which may be distributed publicly using a public key 
certificate. 

• Cryptographic Algorithms: 
o The AMS digital signature scheme employs the following cryptographic algorithms:

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)2 per NIST FIPS 186-2 
and ANSI X9.62-2005, 
256-bit Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256) per NIST FIPS180-2 as an 
underlying message digest algorithm,
160-bit Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) per NIST FIPS 180-2 as an 
underlying message digest algorithm.
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Security Schemes (2)

Message Authentication Mechanism

• Cryptographic Mechanism:
o The AMS message authentication code (MAC) scheme uses a MAC as the 

cryptographic mechanism to provide data integrity and message authentication 
security services subsequent to key establishment. 

o The AMS MAC scheme employs symmetric (i.e., secret key) cryptography. A 
session-specific message authentication key (denoted KMAC) is created during 
secure session initiation using the AMS key establishment scheme. 

o The session-specific message authentication key must be protected against 
compromise for the duration of the secure session with which the key is associated.

• Cryptographic Algorithms:
o As a minimum, the AMS MAC scheme employs the following cryptographic 

algorithms:
Hashed MAC (HMAC) algorithm per NIST FIPS198, with 256-bit Secure Hash 
Algorithm (SHA-256) per NIST FIPS 180-2 as the underlying hash algorithm. 
This algorithm configuration is known as HMAC-SHA256.

o HMAC-SHA256 produces a 256-bit result, which is truncated to the most 
significant 32 bits, 64 bits, or 128 bits to create the MAC that is appended to the 
message being protected. The truncated MAC length is configurable based on 
organizational security policy and the level of protection desired. 

To ensure interoperability, ground systems (e.g., DSP-based AMS) that 
interoperate with aircraft entities of multiple organizations must support all 
three MAC lengths.
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Security Schemes (3)

Confidentiality Mechanism

• Cryptographic Mechanism: 
o The AMS confidentiality scheme uses encryption as the cryptographic

mechanism to provide data confidentiality security services. 
o The AMS confidentiality scheme employs symmetric (i.e., secret key) 

cryptography. A session-specific encryption key (denoted KENC) is 
created during secure session initiation using the AMS key establishment 
scheme. 

o The session-specific encryption key must be protected against 
compromise for the life of the secure session, or for a length of time that 
is specified by organizational security policy as necessary to protect the 
message content from disclosure, whichever is greater.

• Cryptographic Algorithms: 
o As a minimum, the AMS confidentiality scheme employs the following

cryptographic algorithms:
NULL encryption algorithm per RFC 2410.
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm per NIST FIPS 
197 with 128-bit data block size and full-block (128-bit) Cipher 
Feedback (CFB) mode of operation per NIST SP 800-38A. This 
algorithm configuration is known as AES128-CFB128.
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Security Schemes (4)

Key Establishment Mechanism
• The AMS key establishment scheme uses key agreement as the 

cryptographic mechanism to securely establish session-specific keys 
for use with resource-efficient symmetric encryption and 
message authentication algorithms. 

• Different ways to establish keys
o Key Establishment using Public/Private Keys
o Key Establishment using a Shared Secret Key
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Security Schemes (5)

Key Establishment using Public/Private Keys

• Cryptographic Mechanism: 
o When AMS is implemented using public/private keys, the AMS key establishment 

scheme employs asymmetric cryptography to establish session-specific keys. This 
scheme utilizes the private key (denoted d) and pubic key (denoted Q).

o During secure session initiation, the communicating peer entities each exchange a 
public value (the aircraft entity contributes time and the ground entity contributes a 
random value. Each entity uses its own private key, the public key of the other 
entity, and the public values contributed by each entity to derive the same 
session-specific keys) one for message authentication and one for encryption. Even 
though the exchanged public values may be intercepted, an attacker cannot 
compute the session-specific keys without knowing the private keys, which are 
protected.

• Cryptographic Algorithms: 
o The AMS key establishment scheme employs the following cryptographic 

algorithms:
Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) unified static model per ANSI X9.63,
Key Derivation Function (KDF) per ANSI X9.63,
256-bit Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256) per NIST FIPS 180-2 as the 
underlying hash algorithm.
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Security Schemes (6)

Key Establishment using a Shared Secret Key

• Cryptographic Mechanism: 
o When AMS is implemented using a shared secret key, the AMS key 

establishment scheme employs symmetric (i.e., secret key) cryptography 
to establish session-specific keys. This scheme uses a shared secret key 
(denoted K), which is pre-stored in both the aircraft entity and the ground 
entity, and which must be protected from compromise.

o During secure session initiation, the communicating peer entities each 
exchange a public value (the aircraft entity contributes time and the 
ground entity contributes a random value. Using the shared secret key
and the public values contributed by each entity, each entity is able to 
derive the same session-specific keys) one for message authentication 
and one for encryption. Even though the exchanged public values may be 
intercepted, an attacker cannot compute the session-specific keys 
without knowing the shared secret key, which is protected.

• Cryptographic Algorithms: 
o The AMS key establishment scheme employs the following cryptographic 

algorithms:
Key Derivation Function (KDF) per ANSI X9.63,
256-bit Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256) per NIST FIPS 180-2 
as the underlying hash algorithm.
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AMS Protocol Overview (1)

The AMS specification includes provisions for managing a 
secure session, which provides communicating peer aircraft and 
ground entities with the means by which to exchange ACARS 
messages securely using data confidentiality, data integrity, and 
message authentication security services.

The AMS protocol consists of the following processes for 
managing a secure session: 
1. Secure Session Initiation, 
2. Secure Data Exchange, 
3. Secure Session Termination.
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AMS Secure Session Management Processes
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AMS Protection Modes (1)

A protection mode specifies one or more security schemes that are 
applied to a message being protected in accordance with either:

• Airline-configurable security policy, in the case of AMS-protected messages 
that contain ACARS application data, or 

• Security policy prescribed in this specification, in the case of AMS-protected 
messages that contain AMS-specific commands and/or application data.

SIGN Protection Mode
• When public/private keys are used for session initiation and key 

establishment, AMS employs a protection mode denoted SIGN that is 
used to protect an AMS message using the digital signature scheme. 

• The SIGN protection mode is valid only for messages that contain 
commands used to initiate a secure session between communicating 
peer entities. This protection mode is not valid for any messages that 
contain ACARS application data.

AUTH Protection Mode
• AMS employs a protection mode denoted AUTH that is used to protect an 

AMS message using the message authentication scheme. 
• The AUTH protection mode may be used to protect messages that contain 

ACARS application data or AMS-specific commands and/or 
application data.
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AMS Protection Modes (2)

BOTH Protection Mode
• AMS employs a protection mode denoted BOTH that is used to protect 

an AMS message using both the message authentication scheme and 
the confidentiality scheme. 

• The BOTH protection mode may be used to protect messages that 
contain ACARS application data or AMS-specific commands and/or 
application data. 

• For a sending entity, the encryption process is applied prior to application of 
the message authentication code generation process. For a receiving entity, 
the message authentication code verification process is applied prior to  
application of the decryption process.

NONE Protection Mode
• AMS employs a protection mode denoted NONE that permits an ACARS 

message to bypass AMS and to be sent as-is (i.e., as an unprotected 
ACARS message) without the application of any AMS security schemes or 
AMS encoding and compression processes. 

• The NONE protection mode is valid only for ACARS messages that 
contain ACARS application data. This protection mode is not valid for 
any messages that contain AMS-specific commands and/or application 
data.
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AMS Encoding and Compression

Needs of encoding and compression:

• To minimize the effects of security overhead, the AMS 
specification includes provisions for payload encoding and data 
compression, which help to reduce the size of a message that is 
being protected. 

• In addition, since the application of data compression and AMS 
security schemes creates a random binary bit stream, a message 
encoding scheme provides a lossless method for converting a bit-
oriented message stream to a character-oriented message stream 
that is suitable for transmission via the ACARS network.
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AMS Sequence of Operations (1)
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AMS Sequence of Operations (2)

A sending entity performs AMS encoding, compression and 
security operations in the following sequence:

1. Payload encoding of the AMS Payload Field.

2. Payload data compression of the AMS Payload Field, which may 
be encoded as a result of Step 1.

3. Application of the protection mode to the AMS message, as 
specified by the security policy:

o SIGN – apply the digital signature generation process 
o AUTH – apply the message authentication code generation process 
o BOTH – apply the encryption process and then apply the message 

authentication code generation process

4. Message encoding of the AMS message.
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AMS Sequence of Operations (3)

A receiving entity performs AMS decoding, de-compression and 
security verification operations in the following sequence:

1. Message decoding of the received AMS message.

2. Verification of the protection mode that was applied to the AMS 
message using protection mode information indicated by the sending 
entity:

o SIGN – apply the digital signature verification process 
o AUTH – apply the message authentication code verification process 
o BOTH – apply the message authentication code verification process and 

then apply the decryption process 

3. Payload data de-compression of the AMS Payload Field using 
compression information indicated by the sending entity. 

4. Payload decoding of the AMS Payload Field using payload 
encoding information indicated by the sending entity.
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AMS Message Structures (1)
Downlink Message – Existing ACARS 

Rem: for all AMS messages that contain either 
ACARS application data or AMS-specific 
application data, the communicating peer 
aircraft and ground entities use ACARS 
message labels (i.e., “Px” labels, as specified 
in ARINC 620) that are reserved specifically 
for identifying AMS-protected messages.
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AMS Message Structures (2)
Downlink Message – BOTH protection mode example 
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AMS Message Structures (3)
Uplink Message – Existing ACARS 

Rem: for all AMS messages that contain either 
ACARS application data or AMS-specific 
application data, the communicating peer 
aircraft and ground entities use ACARS 
message labels (i.e., “Px” labels, as specified 
in ARINC 620) that are reserved specifically 
for identifying AMS-protected messages.
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AMS Message Structures (4)
Uplink Message – BOTH protection mode example
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AMS summerized (1)

The ACARS Message Security framework is derived from 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Document 
9705 Edition 3, Manual of Technical Provisions for the 
Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN), Standards 
and Recommended Practices (SARPs), Sub-volume VIII, ATN 
Security Services. 
As recommended in ARINC Report 811: Commercial Aircraft 
Information Security Concepts of Operation and Process 
Framework, this approach leverages common security controls 
and a common infrastructure for datalink security. 
The provisions contained in this AMS specification include 
security enhancements that consider both cryptographic 
advancements as well as airline-expressed need for 
operational flexibility. 
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AMS summerized (2)
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AMS summerized (3)
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AMS summerized (4)
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (1)

AOC (Airline Operational Control) Scenario 1 (DF-AOC1) 
• Scenario Description: ACARS AOC message exchange between an 

aircraft entity and an airline, where:
o The aircraft entity is connected to an air-ground sub-network operated by 

its preferred DSP.
o The preferred DSP provides direct connectivity to the airline with which 

the aircraft entity is exchanging AOC messages.
o The preferred DSP provides DSP-based AMS service.
o A secure session is established between the aircraft entity and the 

DSP(s) providing AMS service.
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (2)
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (3)
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (4)
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (5)

(SMI: Standard Message Identifer)
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (6)

AOC Scenario 2 (DF-AOC2)
• Scenario Description: ACARS AOC message exchange between an 

aircraft entivty and an airline, where:
o The aircraft entity is connected to an air-ground sub-network operated by 

its preferred DSP.
o The preferred DSP provides direct connectivity to the airline with which 

the aircraft entity is exchanging AOC messages.
o The airline provides end system-based AMS service.
o A secure session is established between the aircraft entity and the airline 

end system providing AMS service.
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (7)
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (8)
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AMS Data Flow Diagrams (9)
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ACARS Datalink Security Operation and Management Considerations

An ACARS datalink security solution should be defined to fulfil the 
recommended security objectives. However, any solution should also 
consider aircraft management and operational processes and 
constraints in order to be readily operable and maintainable by the 
airlines.

In addition to the technical controls that provide ACARS datalink security, 
some generic functions are necessary for secure operation. 

As a minimum, the necessary support functions include:
• Security monitoring.
• Key/certificate generation, distribution, and revocation for the case where 

public/private keys and PKI-based key management are employed. 
• Key generation, distribution, and revocation for the case where a shared 

secret key and shared secret key management are employed.

The choice of the technical solution should consider not only the 
technical controls but also support processes/procedures essential for 
secure system operation and maintenance.
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Global View of ACARS Datalink Security
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Key Management Considerations – Example With A Secret Key
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Key Management Overview

Key Management Alternatives
• Specification support use of either public/private (i.e., 

asymmetric) keys or a shared secret (i.e., symmetric) key for 
secure session initiation and key establishment between 
communicating peer AMS aircraft and ground entities. In either case, 
AMS employs the same underlying security protocol. 

• However, these alternative key management approaches provide an 
organization (e.g., airline and/or third-party service provider) with the 
flexibility to manage keys in a manner that is consistent with its 
organizational security policies and operations. 
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Asymmetric Key Management (1)

When AMS is implemented using public/private keys (AMS_PID = “1” i.e. AMS 
Protocol IDentifier), Elliptic Curve Cryptographic (ECC) algorithms are employed 
to perform secure session initiation and key establishment between 
communicating peer AMS aircraft and ground entities. ECC algorithms utilize a 
pair of asymmetric keys, which are related mathematically, and one-way 
functions, which are easy to compute using one of the keys but very difficult to 
solve without knowing the related key. 

To ensure security, one of the keys must be kept private and protected from 
compromise, while one of the keys may be distributed publicly. Although one 
key is public, the mathematical properties of ECC make it very difficult to derive 
the private key by knowing just the public key.

A public key infrastructure (PKI) provides life-cycle management of the 
public/private keys that are necessary for secure operation of AMS. 

A Certificate Authority (CA), which is a trusted PKI entity, issues public key 
certificates for use by AMS entities. A public key certificate binds the public 
portion of a public/private key pair with the identity of the AMS entity for which 
the key pair was generated. The binding occurs when the CA digitally signs the 
content of the public key certificate.
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Asymmetric Key Management (2)

Since the public key certificate itself does not contain sensitive cryptographic 
information and since the CA digital signature protects the public key from 
modification, the CA may publish the public key certificate in a publicly 
accessible directory or distribute the public key certificate via an 
unprotected channel.

Prior to using the public key contained in a certificate, AMS entities 
validate the CA’s digital signature to ensure that the certificate is authentic 
(i.e., the public key is associated with the AMS entity identified in the 
certificate) and that it has not been modified during storage or distribution.

Since asymmetric cryptography permits public key certificates to be distributed 
freely, PKI-based key management is particularly suited for the following 
situations:

• Scalability is important as the population of entities increases over time.
• Security must interoperate across multiple, heterogeneous organizations (e.g., AMS 

DSP-based security, where one or more service providers offer AMS security services 
to multiple airline organizations).

• Security must interoperate between communicating peer entities where pre-placement 
and/or maintenance of pair-wise shared-secret keys is not practical or feasible.

• There is a need to know the identity of the entity with which secure communication is 
being established (e.g., need for an aircraft entity to authenticate the identity of a 
ground entity and vice versa).
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Symmetric Key Management

When AMS is implemented using a shared secret key (AMS_PID = “2”), 
symmetric algorithms are employed to perform secure session initiation and key 
establishment between communicating peer AMS aircraft and ground entities. 
The symmetric algorithms require that each AMS entity share a secret key. To 
ensure security, each AMS entity must protect the shared secret key from 
compromise; if the key is compromised for one entity, then it is compromised for 
all entities that share the key. 

A key management infrastructure (KMI) provides life-cycle management of 
the shared secret keys that are necessary for secure operation of AMS.
The KMI is responsible for generation and distribution of a shared secret key to 
each pair of AMS entities that wish to communicate securely. The shared 
secret key is distributed to each AMS entity using a secure, out-of-band 
communication channel that is separate from the ACARS datalink.

Shared secret based key management is particularly suited for the following 
situations: 

• The population of entities is small, and scalability is not important since the population 
of entities is not expected to increase substantially over time.

• Security must interoperate only among entities within a single organization (e.g., AMS 
End-to-End security, where one airline manages all of the aircraft entities and ground 
entities that must communicate securely). 

• Pre-placement and/or maintenance of pair-wise shared-secret keys is practical and 
feasible.

• There is no need to know the identity of the entity with which secure         
communication is being established.
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AMS Key Management Implementation Conformance Statements (KMICS)

Principles (1)

• The tables provide Key Management Implementation Conformance 
Statements (KMICS) for the range of possible AMS implementations
supported by the provisions contained in this specification. 

• Based on the selection of key management approach (public/private 
keys or a shared secret key) and security architecture (DSP-based or 
End-to-End), there are four primary AMS implementation alternatives, 
which include:

o Public/Private Keys (AMS_PID=”1”) with a DSP-based security 
architecture,

o Public/Private Keys (AMS_PID=”1”) with an End-to-End security 
architecture,

o Shared Secret Key (AMS_PID=”2”) with a DSP-based security 
architecture,

o Shared Secret Key (AMS_PID=”2”) with an End-to-end security 
architecture.

• For each of these implementation alternatives, the tables provide a
pair of KMICS that identify the applicability of provisions to the aircraft 
entity (AIR) and to the ground entity (GND).
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AMS Key Management Implementation Conformance Statements (KMICS)

Principles (2)

• The KMICS contained in this attachment use the following 
conventions: 

• M = Mandatory – the capability is required and must be supported. 

• R = Recommended – the capability is recommended but not required. In 
some circumstances, valid reasons may exist to exclude a recommended 
item, but the full implications of excluding functionality must be 
understood and carefully weighed. 

• N/A = Not Applicable – the provision is not applicable. 

Protocols and related architecture deployed in the network should 
be defined according to either asymmetric key management 
(Public Key Infrastructure) or symmetric key management (Key 
Management Infrastrucuture)
• No standard protocol usage defined yet in the ARINC report 811 and 

823 paper 
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KMICS Table Example (1)
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KMICS Table Example (2)
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KMICS Table Example (3)
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Outline

Problem statement and application context
Introduction to information security 
• Notions of confidentiality, integrity and availability
• Information security tools (authentication, cryptography)

Aeronautical datalink security notions
• Introduction and overview of aeronautical security topic
• ACARS message security (AMS) principles
• AMS protocols
• Key management 

Conclusion
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AMS in a few words…

To provide an industry standard for ACARS Message Security (AMS), which 
permits ACARS datalink messages to be exchanged between aircraft and 
ground systems in a secure, authenticated manner using a uniform security 
framework. 

To protect ACARS messages that are exchanged:
• Over traditional ACARS air-ground datalinks (VHF, HFand SATCOM) 
• Ground-ground communication networks

It protects ACARS datalink messages from unauthorized disclosure (i.e. 
confidentiality) and modification (i.e. integrity), 

It provides communicating entities with assurance that the source of messages 
is as claimed (i.e. authentication). 

There are provisions and guidance for life cycle management of the 
cryptographic keys that are necessary for proper and secure operation of AMS. 
It defines security architecture (cf. PKI, KMI and KMICS) for this purpose.

First example of ARINC 811 framework applications with ACARS, future 
work tends to expand efforts to include newer air-ground datalinks (ATN and 
broadband IP networks for instance).
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Thank you for your attention!

Feel free to ask questions… Nicolas.Larrieu@ENAC.fr
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Acronyms (1)

ACARS Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System
ACK Acknowledgement
AEEC Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee
AES Advanced Encryption Standard
AMS ACARS Message Security
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AOA ACARS Over AVLC
AOC Airline Operational Control
ARINC Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASN Abstract Syntax Notation
ATA Air Transport Association
ATN Aeronautical Telecommunications Network
ATS Air Traffic Services
ATSP Air Traffic Service Provider
AVLC Aviation VHF Link Control
BER Basic Encoding Rules
CA Certificate Authority
CDS Certificate Distribution Service
CER Canonical Encoding Rules
CFB Cipher Feedback
CMF Communications Management Function
CMU Communication Management Unit
CP Certificate Policy
CRL / CRLs Certificate Revocation List(s)
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Acronyms (2)

DER Distinguished Encoding Rules
DLASD Data Link Application Systems Document
DMC Dynamic Markov Compression
DN Downlink
DoS Denial of Service
DSEC (AEEC) Datalink Security subcommittee
DSP / DSPs Datalink Service Provider(s)
DSWG (ATA) Digital Security Working Group
ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography
ECDH Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
EUROCAE European Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment
FIPS (NIST) Federal Information Processing Standard
HF High Frequency
HMAC Hashed Message Authentication Code
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
IEC International Electro-technical Commission
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IP Internet Protocol
ISO International Standards Organization
ITU International Telecommunications Union
KDF Key Derivation Function
MAC Message Authentication Code
MFI Message Function Identifier
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Acronyms (3)

MSC Message Sequence Chart
N/A Not Applicable
NAK Non-Acknowledgement
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OID Object Identifier
OOOI Out/Off/On/In
PER Packed Encoding Rules
PID Protocol IDentifier
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
RF Radio Frequency
RFC Request For Comments
RSA Rivest-Shamir-Adelman
SARPs Standards and Recommended Practices
SATCOM Satellite Communications
SECG Standards for Efficient Cryptography Group
SHA Secure Hash Algorithm
SMI Standard Message Identifier
SP (NIST) Special Publication
TBD To Be Determined
UP Uplink
US United States
VDL VHF Datalink
VHF Very High Frequency
XOR Exclusive-OR


